Volume Reflection of a Proton Beam in a Bent Crystal
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Volume reflection predicted in the mid-1980s by Taratin and Vorobiev has been observed for the first time in the interactions of a 70 GeV proton beam with a short bent crystal. Incident protons deviate from convex atomic planes in the bulk of the crystal as a result of coherent interaction with bent lattice around the tangency point of particle trajectory with a curved atomic plane. The deflection angle

\[ \frac{\theta}{0.0018R} \]

was found to be

\[ \frac{\theta}{0.0133} \]

in terms of the critical angle for channeling. The process has a large probability with respect to channeling and takes place in the angular range equal to the bend angle of atomic planes. It could possibly open new fields of application of crystals in high-energy particle beam optics.
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Charged particles, incident to a properly oriented bent crystal, can be captured in the channeling regime and follow the crystal curvature, deviating from the initial path [1]. Capture occurs with the particles traveling in a direction tangential to the atomic planes. As the tangency point lies at the entry face of the crystal a surface capture occurs, while for volume capture the tangency point is inside the crystal volume. It was found [2] that only a small part of the particles with the appropriate parameters for being volume captured are indeed channeled. Non-volume-captured particles were called reflected particles by Sumbaev [3].

In the mid-1980s, Taratin and Vorobiev developed an accurate model of the particle motion in the bent crystal and studied with this model the volume capture process. They explained [4] the volume capture as a result from the multiple scattering of the incident particles on electrons and nuclei of the crystal material. But in addition to the volume capture process, they found [5,6] that interaction of the particles with the continuous periodical potential of the bent crystal lattice in the vicinity of the tangency point should lead to an angular deflection of the reflected particles, almost twice the channeling critical angle in the direction, opposite the atomic plane bending. They called this process a volume reflection effect.

We have carried out a crystal channeling experiment at IHEP (Protvino) in which we observed, in the first time, the volume reflection phenomenon. In this Letter, we present a main result of the experiment; the more detailed description of the study can be found in [7].

In the experiment we applied a very short (0.72 mm along the beam) bent silicon crystal prepared using the elastic quasimosaicity effect [8–10]. This effect originates from crystal anisotropy and results in curving of the normal cross sections of the crystal plate under bending. The crystal plate was cut from silicon ingot as described in [11]. The plate sizes were 0.72 \( \times \) 20 \( \times \) 60 mm\(^3\), with the channeling (111) planes parallel to the 0.72 \( \times \) 60 mm\(^2\) face. The plate was bent in the YZ plane with a radius of curvature of 48 cm (Fig. 1) inducing a quasimosaic curvature of the atomic (111) planes in the XZ plane with an estimated radius of 1.7 m and a corresponding full curvature angle of 423 \( \mu \)rad.

FIG. 1. Bent crystal used in the experiment. Proton beam crosses the crystal in the Z direction.
The surface and the volume properties of the crystal were investigated with x rays. The bend angle of atomic (111) planes was found to be equal to (413 ± 10) μrad. The thickness of the damaged layer of the crystal surface was measured to be less than 1 μm. A saddle shape of the major crystal face induced by anticlastic forces was studied in details; the saddle radius in the horizontal major crystal face induced by anticlastic forces was studied was measured to be less than 4.6 and 5.9 m downstream. They were exposed to (rays between 5 and 6) producing a spot denoted by C.

In a small X range where incident protons are tangent to the (111) planes on the entry face, more than half of the protons transiting through this range are captured in the channeling and deflected by a bend angle of (111) planes (rays between 5 and 6) producing a spot denoted by C.

For points at larger X coordinates, the conditions are adequate for volume reflection, since the trajectories of the incident protons are tangent to the atomic (111) planes somewhere inside the crystal. Should volume reflection occur with a probability close to 1, then all these proton trajectories will deviate by about twice the critical angle θc, in the opposite direction with respect to the channeling one (rays between 1 and 3).

Out of the X ranges for channeling and volume reflection, incident protons pass through the crystal and experience only multiple scattering (rays above ray 4 and below 2). In this case, there is an area depleted of protons in between the reflected and the primary beam, denoted by B, and another area where primary and reflected protons mix, denoted by A.

In examining crystal slices parallel to the X axis at different heights above or below the midplane, we expect the same picture of the proton-crystal interactions, except that the vertical dependence of the anticlastic curvature should produce a continuous shifting of the projected spots. From this analysis, a joint pattern should comprise two black lines A and C and one light line B of the same slightly curved shape. Just these lines were observed in the experiment.

For both emulsions we determined the relative positions and widths of the observed lines in the X direction of the crystal midplane by identifying the borders of the various spots with a microscope (i.e., we identified rays 1 to 6 along the white dashed lines in Fig. 3). The results are summarized in Table I, having computed the measurement errors as the root-mean-square of repeated measurements combined with a reading error of 5 μm. Numerous cross-

\[ \text{FIG. 2. Layout of the experiment. S1, S2, S3—scintillation counters.} \]
checks of the results in Table I were performed with the data of other measurements and computed parameters, and evidence of internal consistency was found, confirming the interpretation.

In a first check, we considered the bending angle of the (111) planes and computed it as the ratio of the distance between the lines A and C to the distance between the crystal and the corresponding emulsion. Averaging the data of the two emulsions in Table I, we found a value of (435 ± 6) μrad, in good agreement both with the value of 423 μrad calculated from elasticity constants and with the value of (413 ± 10) μrad measured with x rays.

In a second check, we considered the width of the channeled beam, which is equal to the width of the line C. This width results from the critical angle θc, the horizontal saddle radius, and the incident beam divergence. The expected width of the line C was estimated to be 297 and 430 μm in the emulsions 1 and 2, respectively, in agreement with measured values in Table I.

In a third check, we considered the width of the reflected beam, which is equal to the distance between the lines A and B. This distance results from the bend angle of (111) planes, the horizontal saddle radius, and the incident beam divergence. The expected distance between the lines A and B was estimated to be 1432 and 1507 μm in the emulsions 1 and 2, respectively, with an estimated error of about 50 μm (mostly induced by the inaccurate knowledge of the beam parameters). These values are in excellent agreement with those of Table I.

Finally, we estimated the deflection angle of the reflected protons from the angular width of lines A and B, defined as the ratio of the line width to the distance from the crystal to each emulsion. Using the data of Table I we can compute the averaged angular widths of A and B, which are equal to (42.7 ± 2.3) μrad and (37.2 ± 3.5) μrad, respectively. Indeed, the protons of line A are reflected near the entry face of the crystal and will suffer of the multiple scattering along the full crystal length. Hence we should subtract (in a quadratic sense) the rms angle of 13.5 μrad from the A width. Finally, the deflection angle 2θφ was calculated as an average of the widths of A and B and found equal to (39.5 ± 2.0) μrad, or (1.65 ± 0.08)θc, in terms of the critical angle for channeling, in good agreement with the value predicted by Taratin and Vorobiev.

From the color of line A, we can conclude that the probability of the reflection is larger than the probability of the channeling. Indeed, spot A in the emulsions results from two coexisting phenomena: the incident flux directed towards A is depleted by the channeling effect, while it is enhanced by the reflection effect. The dark color of spot A corresponds to an excess of particles respect to the surrounding areas. In our case the channeling probability is about 0.6; we therefore expect a somewhat higher frequency for the reflection process. From the acutance of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Width</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0 ± 10</td>
<td>190 ± 10</td>
<td>0 ± 11</td>
<td>260 ± 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1420 ± 6</td>
<td>183 ± 19</td>
<td>1447 ± 13</td>
<td>213 ± 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2025 ± 10</td>
<td>260 ± 8</td>
<td>2530 ± 23</td>
<td>433 ± 16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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the light line $B$, we can infer that a deflection angle of the reflected particles has a rather small dispersion.

To conclude, we would like to point out that the distinctive features of the reflection process make it attractive for a new class of applications in particle accelerators. The crystal reflection effect occurs with a higher probability with respect to channeling, allowing a considerably wider angular acceptance, being determined by bend angle of atomic planes (in case of channeling the angular acceptance is determined by critical angle $\theta_c$). To increase the deflection angle of reflected particles we may consider specially prepared crystal arrays or an ensemble of crystals to produce several successive volume reflections, possibly resulting in an efficient particle deflection at a large angle. This approach may improve beam halo cleaning and reduce background in high-energy hadron colliders, thereby increasing the machine reliability, while opening a potential for discovering new processes, such as the diffractive physics studies, or flavor physics in extracted beam.
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